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July Deal 
Statistics
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Balance 

A Round

Seed Round

B Round

C Round

Other 30

31

32 16

20

 Stage of Investments

129

46

Andreesen Horowitz

4

Total Deals Announced

Non-US Deals

Added to our Watch list

Most Active Firm
(US Deals)

Ghost

Stadium Live

The total number of deals
and the number Series A
deals fell precipitously this
month.  

Andreesen Horowitz was the
most active investor among
the firms we track.

Merkle Manufactory 
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$10 Million

Series A 

Union Square Ventures, KB Partners

Toronto, Canada

$13 Million

Stadium Live - 81/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Stadium Live is building a digital world where fans spectate, play, collect and
trade NFTs and interact together.

Stadium Live Studios is a Web3 / Metaverse community for sports fans that allows them to form groups of
friends to spectate games together.  The emotional connection people feel towards their favorite teams
make sports one of the most compelling applications of Web 3 / Metaverse.  

The network effect should be strong here if this becomes the place that people choose to go to find their
friends and watch games together, and the fact that it strives to allow remote groups of friends to
congregate should contribute to strong vitality.  Users can also play games, and collect and trade NFTs.
Frequency of usage will vary depending on the sport, with the weekly schedules of American football
balanced out by games with more frequent schedules, such as soccer, basketball, baseball.

It’s hard to know how strong Product Market Fit is at this time since we haven’t used the product
ourselves, but the fact that they raised this round from top investors suggests they have a strong team, 
 and good early traction.
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$56 Million

Series B 

Forerunner Ventures, Lightspeed Partners, Ribbit Capital

Tel Aviv, Israel

,$86.5 Million

Balance- 83/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Balance is a B2B payments management platform. Stripe for B2B. 

Balance is a B2B payments platform for online purchases, focusing on B2B marketplaces. Think Stripe for
B2B.  

Everyone knows how laborious and frustrating current B2B payments processes can be.  Balance
promises to improve them by plugging into the checkout process at the point of sale and integrating with
existing payment flows like ACH and bank wires, and offering add-on services such as financing and
insurance.  As a marketplace it has strong winner takes most dynamics and viral distribution will be
enhanced by the fact that buyers are sellers and sellers are buyers.  This is an enterprise sale though, so
viral growth will not be as rapid as a consumer social network, for example.  The remainder of the
business looks strong.  High gross margins and a scalable model.   
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$13 Million

Series A 

Union Square Ventures

Los Angeles, CA, USA

$25 Million

Ghost  - 89/100

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

B2B marketplace for retailers to discreetly sell off excess inventory

Ghost (www.ghst.io) is a classic B2B marketplace that allows retailers to discreetly sell off excess inventory,
(think 10,000 blouses or 500 pair of unsold shoes) which typically accounts for as much as 30-40% of retailer
purchase volume.  They are solving a known problem in a very large industry and there’s a pure network
effect at play here as every new user clearly benefits all users.  Buyers are sellers and sellers are buyers, so
even though the transactions take place privately we anticipate word spreading quickly in an interconnected
industry. 

Unloading inventory at "factory outlet stores" has been a tool for some D2C players, but for brands without
physical stores as outlets, they need a vertual "outlet" and Ghost can be it. Again, with distribution we see
challenges, but when an effective solution that gets cash into an apparal company comes along, it spreads like
wildfire. 
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$30 Million

Seed

Andreesen Horowtizz

Los Angeles, CA, USA

$30 Million

Merkle Manufactory  - 87/100*

Round Size

Investment Series

Noted Investors

Location

Total Raised

Building the base layer protocol for Web3 social networks and identity management 

Merkel Manufactory aims to become the level one or base layer in Web3 social network, when you need a
smart contract that validates your identity and maintains data across all your social relationships.  They’re
building an open source community that they hope will become the place where everyone chooses to build
their online social agenda using their "Farcaster Protocol."  

This could provide a solution to the bot problem, but at this stage any argument in favor of a winner-takes-
most dynamic is based on circular logic, where the assumption is that there will be social networks built on
Web3 (despite the fact that Web 2.0 social networks are still going strong given their massive network effects),
and that most / all of these Web3 social networks would use this protocol, leading to it becoming the go-to
Web3 platform. Traction is currently impossible to verify, so it's fundamentally a lottery ticket at this time.  

In spite of the obvious size of the opportunity and star-studded list of investors, we would need to learn a
great deal more to be confident in our score here.
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